How to Make and Use CRSP Feed for Snakehead Culture

If your snakehead fingerling age from 1–2 months

- Mince trash-fish 8 kg (80%)
  (Cheapest marine trash-fish)
- Rice Bran 2 Kg (20%)
  (Saved 2 Kg (20%) of trash-fish)

Mix with

For 10 Kg CRSP feed for fingerling age 1-2 month

(Feed 3 times per day)

If your snakehead fingerling age from 3–4 months

- Mince trash-fish 7 kg (70%)
  (Cheapest marine trash-fish)
- Rice Bran 3 Kg (30%)
  (Saved 3 Kg (30%) of trash-fish)

Mix with

For 10 Kg CRSP feed for fingerling age 3-4 month

(Feed 2 times per day)

If your snakehead fingerling age more than 4 months

- Mince trash-fish 6 kg (60%)
  (Cheapest marine trash-fish)
- Rice Bran 4 Kg (40%)
  (Saved 4 Kg (40%) of trash-fish)

Mix with

For 10 Kg CRSP feed for fingerling age more than 4 months

(Feed 1-2 times per day)

For 10 Kg CRSP feed for fingerling age 1-2 month

(Feed 3 times per day)